
Adaptability.
Expertise. 
Retirement plan solutions  
from T. Rowe Price



Where everything comes together.

We start with right-sized plans. Then we add 
a wide range of options and the ability to 
adapt to clients’ unique requirements. It all 
comes together in four flexible solutions to fit 
your clients’ needs, from basic to complex.



We’ve been working successfully with plan sponsors, advisors, and third-party
administrators for more than 30 years to drive outcomes for the plans we serve.
And that experience shows in our retirement plan solutions, all of which feature
the flexibility to grow and adapt to your clients’ changing needs.

Discover what each of our four retirement plan solutions 
can do to help you provide value for your clients.

Our retirement plan solutions 
are built on the foundation of:

Outstanding client service, from 
a smooth transition to day-to-day 
management, helping ensure  
long-term plan health.

Ongoing fiduciary support 
reduces complexity, supporting 
plans with day-to-day compliance 
needs and long-term obligations.

An integrated participant 
experience, including intuitive, 
dynamic experiences that address 
participants’ needs and inspire 
them to respond.

Broad investment capabilities,  
with access to a wide range of 
proprietary and non-proprietary 
products with flexible pricing 
structures.
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Essential Choice®

 FOR PLANS WITH $0–$5 MILLION

The plan provides:

�� Service Team–Support from a 
dedicated retirement plan account 
manager (RPAM)

�� Investment Options–A wide range of 
investment options, including proprietary 
funds and funds from more than 80 
different asset managers

�� Communications–Proactive and  
on-demand participant communications 
that are proven to encourage action and 
are available across multiple channels

�� Digital Experience–A robust, fully 
responsive workplace retirement website 
and mobile app  

�� Pricing Model–A fixed pricing model

The Essential Choice offer is a turnkey solution that’s easy to use  
and provides strong support for growing businesses.

This retirement plan solution is 
designed for sponsors who want 
simplicity, economy, and consistency. 
The Essential Choice offer is easy to 
use and set up—and it’s an excellent 
option for plan administrators 
who need to perform multiple 
administrative tasks. 

The Essential Choice solution features 
a robust, fully responsive participant 
workplace website and mobile 
app. It also provides a plan sponsor 
website that includes a diagnostics 
reporting package, plus a self-service 
reporting tool for use when needed—
all designed to make a plan sponsor’s 
life a lot simpler. 
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A comprehensive, adaptable 
retirement plan solution, the  
Focus Choice offer is designed  
for easy conversion and use—while 
remaining cost-competitive. 

The Focus Choice solution also 
includes a plan sponsor website 
with a diagnostics reporting 
package and a self-service reporting 
tool to use when needed. The site 
generates quarterly plan health 
reports and an investment report 
card. And for additional support, the 
relationship manager will coordinate 
an annual plan review. 
 

Focus Choice®

 FOR PLANS WITH $1 MILLION–$50 MILLION

The Focus Choice offer is a comprehensive, flexible, and competitively 
priced retirement plan solution that’s adaptable enough to grow right 
along with an evolving business.

The plan provides:

�� Service Team–A dedicated relationship 
manager and retirement plan account 
manager (RPAM)

�� Investment Options–Access to a wide 
variety of outside fund families and zero 
revenue fund-sharing options

�� Communications–Targeted 
communications that are proven to inspire 
participant actions and are delivered via 
multiple channels

�� Digital Experience–A robust, fully 
responsive workplace retirement website 
and mobile app  

�� Pricing Model–Custom pricing, with 
threshold options over $5 million
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Designed to meet more complex 
needs, the Tailored Choice solution 
offers flexible pricing and dedicated 
service. It’s highly adaptable and can 
work with a variety of plans, including 
defined benefit and non-qualified.

The Tailored Choice solution features 
detailed plan health reporting 
through the PlanView Portal (PVP) 
website. Plan sponsors also receive 
an investment report card, a plan 
meter report, and operational reviews. 
Year-end tests are available for a wide 
variety of plans. In addition, plan and 
investment reviews are available up  
to four times a year. 

 

 Tailored Choice®

    FOR PLANS WITH $20 MILLION–$150 MILLION

The plan provides:

�� Service Team–Consistent access to 
assigned specialists, both during the  
conversion process and beyond

�� Investment Options–100% open 
architecture with recordkeeping-only option

�� Communications–Proactive and on-demand 
participant communications that are proven  
to encourage action and are available  
across multiple channels

�� Digital Experience–A highly responsive 
workplace website with a comprehensive 
suite of educational tools and a mobile app 
with transaction capabilities

�� Pricing Model–A flexible pricing approach, 
offering threshold and fixed pricing options

The Tailored Choice offer provides more complex retirement plan  
solutions and can adapt to meet the needs of both growing and  
well-established companies.



The Enterprise Choice solution 
is designed for larger clients. It 
emphasizes continuing consultation, 
planning, and customization focused 
on plan health. Able to meet the needs 
of the most complex plans, it provides 
institutional and custom investments. 

The Enterprise Choice offer is built 
on close collaboration at every level. 
The goal is always to drive plan health, 
identify opportunities, and help clients’ 
plans meet their organizational goals. 
Up to four Executive Summary/Plan 
Investment Reviews are available per 
year and can be customized to the 
clients’ specific needs.  
 

Enterprise Choice®

 FOR PLANS WITH $150 MILLION OR MORE

The plan provides:

�� Service Team–Comprehensive team 
of long-tenured retirement specialists 
assigned in key roles for seamless 
coordination of the conversion process  
and all aspects of plan management

�� Investment Options–100% open 
architecture for access to a variety of 
investment structures

�� Communications–A fully customized, 
multichannel integrated participant 
engagement program

�� Digital Experience–A highly responsive 
workplace website with a comprehensive 
suite of educational tools and a mobile  
app with transaction capabilities 

�� Pricing Model–Multiple pricing  
structure options with threshold and  
fixed options available

The Enterprise Choice solution gives large clients the high level of service 
they require and can accommodate the most complex plans. 
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The experience and 
expertise you want.
 
No matter how large, how small, or how complex, we offer  
a retirement plan solution that can fit your clients’ needs.

We’re widely recognized for our outstanding service. We back  
all of our solutions with more than 80 years of investment 
knowledge, plus more than 30 years of retirement experience.

And we’re ready to work with you.

Let’s talk solutions.
Call your T. Rowe Price representative today. We’ll be glad to discuss your clients’ needs, 
and help you decide which of our retirement plan solutions would be the best fit.

800-831-1370
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